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This story dispels the myths and fears surrounding epilepsy in a
confident, upbeat and entertaining style while explaining seizures in an
understandable fashion.
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My youngest has a seizure disorder and I wanted a ... My youngest
includes a seizure disorder and I needed a book to greatly help explain
his condition to my other 2 and this book delivers! It even helped me
feel less scared too. Great go through for teachers!" We bought this
publication for our 2 yr older & her cousins & when my son got a seizure
in class they were not scared. I bought a copy of the reserve for the
library at her college to help children understand and I've gotten great
evaluations from teachers who've said it's actually helped the
youngsters understand better Five Stars Perfect! Even if she has no idea
what all of those other information in the book means, she understands
that the lady in the story has seizures, too. She phone calls it the
"essilessy" publication & But they attempted to cover the more "common"
types of epilepsy, but weren't in a position to adequately cover any of
them. She wanted it read twice more. I started reading, and quickly
realized that wouldn't be happening. 2 months before starting
kindergarten discovered this book and it was not only great for us to
browse at home but teachers enjoyed it and today school has copy for
them to maintain in classroom.I recommend it for use at home or with any
group up through the elementary, maybe middle college, years that a kid
with epilepsy belongs to. Even just for make use of for parents to
obtain an idea how to clarify epilepsy and living with it to others
using basic vocabulary and explanations. This children's book is a great
addition to a family's epilepsy reference library. way more than with
any reserve we've read her to date, and she's currently a bookworm. The
thought of the book is fantastic, and it did have some good stuff. Quick
Shipment too! Great book for any age to read Great book for just about
any age to read. My son identified as having epilepsy at age 5. I would
replace it over and over at any cost for the value it has to my
daughter. Perfect to help not only my child understand but his close
friends and caregivers aswell!!!! Too much yet too little I had high
expectations, and had hoped to send this book to my recently diagnosed
daughter's first grade course. This book very obviously means something
to her, actually at such a age, so it is really worth whatever we paid
for it. The kids LOVED this reserve! Our 6 year old child has epilepsy
and experienced a seizure on the playground at school. knows its about
another kid who has seizures. Five Stars Great book to talk about
appreciation for differences in children! If I were to mark the precise
pages that relate with my girl, with the theory that I don't need to
overwhelm the youngsters, I think it would end up still being scary
because of the lack of information. EASILY were a child, unfamiliar with
the disease, I understand I would be more overwhelmed and scared than
anything. Read book bought it for my girl school therefore the .. We
should all be aware of how to handle different situations. Read book got
it for my child school so the kids could possibly be informed on the
subject of epilepsy and not be thus scared about it it certainly helped
explain and solution questions in ways they can understand and feel



safe. I sent this reserve to school for my son that's 7 and his
instructor read it to the course. future playmates. it certainly helped
explain and response questions in a way they could understand and feel
safe. I wish there were books about epilepsy :( "It's about me! All
teachers should read this! Just about everyone has types of kids on
campus.. Great for school! I absolutely love this book! Fun imagery,
basic phrasing possible for kids to understand, and an emphasis on how
epilepsy doesn't cause you to weird. Grades K-5 were out on recess at
that time and it truly scared all the kids as they viewed the ambulance
come and get her. The principal and other staff spent another several
hours on offer trying to describe to kids that she was alright etc. When
we go through it to her the 1st time, she was totally absorbed;
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